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a b s t r a c t

32Micro porous hydroxyapatite (HAp) had drawn great attention in the field of tissue engineering due to
33their numerous applications such as tissue regeneration, dental, drug delivery, and adsorption and des-
34orption of substances etc. The chemical synthesis of HAp is often faced with the high cost of starting
35materials and often lacks the presence of beneficial ions which can promote biological reactions. This
36paper examined a novel application of pig bone waste for the synthesis of HAp via thermal annealation
37between 600 and 1000 �C. Thus synthesized powder was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier
38transform infra-red spectroscopy (FT-IR), Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), Scanning electron micro-
39scopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) and Transmission electron microscope (TEM). XRD
40results revealed the main characteristic peaks of single phase HAp powder, while the presence of various
41functional groups such as PO4

3�, CO3
2� and OH� corresponding to HAp were observed by FT-IR analysis.

42The elemental composition of as-synthesized HAp powder as observed by EDX showed the presence of
43Ca and P in addition to some beneficial metals such as Na, K, Mg and Si which plays vital roles in biolog-
44ical applications. SEM and TEM observation confirmed the microscopic sctructure of the as-synthesized
45HAp to be rod-like morphology with 38–52 nm in length. Porous HAp scaffold up to 65% porosity could be
46prepared using ammonium bicarbonate as pores forming agent. Therefore, bio-waste such as pig bones
47can be utilized in the synthesis of porous hydroxyapatite scaffold which can serve as an alternative for
48the usual conventional chemical method.
49� 2017 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of The Society of Powder Technology Japan. All rights
50reserved.
51

52

53
54 1. Introduction

55 Hydroxyapatite (HAp) with a chemical formula Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2
56 is a major mineral constituent of vertebrate bones and teeth with
57 an excellent bioactivity and biocompatibility which has necessi-
58 tated its high demand in various fields of applications [1,2]. HAp
59 can enhance new bone in growth through osteoconduction mech-
60 anism without resulting to any systemic toxicity or inflammation
61 [1,3,4]. As a result of its importance, HAp has become a material
62 of great interest particularly in biomedical applications such as tis-
63 sue engineering [5,6], dental [7], replacement for damaged bones
64 [8] as well as in other applications such as ion conductors [9],
65 gas sensor [10] and as an adsorbent in column chromatography
66 [11]. Biological structures have always been a source of inspiration

67for solving technical challenges in architecture, mechanical engi-
68neering, or materials science [12]. Research into the ability of bone
69for the fabrication of biomedical material as substitute for dam-
70aged part or as fillers for implant is on the increase. Bone typically
71consists of 30–35% organic materials and 60–65% mineral phases
72[12]. Several chemical methods (such as mechanochemical reac-
73tion, wet chemical precipitation, hydrothermal conversion, sol–
74gel, emulsion etc.) are available for the synthesis of HAp, but most
75of these methods are very expensive to carry out and often lack the
76presence of some beneficial trace elements [13–15]. Xenogenous
77bones such as bovine, pig, sheep or fish contain trace amount of
78beneficial cations such as Na+, K+, Zn2+, Si4+, Mg2+, Ba2+ and anions
79such as F�, CO3

2� etc which could play vital roles in tissue engineer-
80ing and other biochemical reactions [13]. For instance, report has it
81that the presence of Na+ and Mg2+ ions along side with HAp play an
82important role in the development of teeth and bone, whereas, their
83absence could cause bone loss and fragility [13].
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84 Porous HAp has been applied for cell loading, drug releasing
85 media, chromatography analysis and most extensively for hard tis-
86 sue scaffolds [16]. Since, porous HAp is more resorbable and osteo-
87 conductive than dense HAp, there is an increasing interest in the
88 development of synthetic porous HAp for bone defect replacement
89 [17]. Some of the criteria in the selection of scaffold for bone regen-
90 eration, include bioactivity (ability to bond to bone), osteogenic
91 (stimulation of bone growth), biocompatible (induce minimal toxic
92 or immune response), resorb safely and effectively in the body,
93 similar mechanical properties to bone (such as load absorption),
94 ability to shape to a wide range of defect geometries and
95 meet all regulatory requirements for clinical application [18,19].
96 Scaffold should provide sufficient mechanical strength to support
97 itself until the new bone tissue is completely formed into the pores
98 [20]. Although increased porosity and pore size facilitate bone in
99 growth, it however causes structural deteriorations of the scaffold,

100 which results in low mechanical strength [20,21]. Thus, there is a
101 limit on the porosity of scaffold in order not to destroy its mechan-
102 ical properties [21]. Li et al. prepared porous HAp scaffold by
103 approaching a dual phase mixing technique of HAp and poly-
104 methylmethacrylate (PMMA) slurry [22]. Naphthalene particles
105 were used to enhance the porosity (>50%) of such scaffold. It was
106 observed that majority of pores were located within the range of
107 200–300 lm with 50% porosity with an average compressive
108 strength �8.9 MPa. Similarly, Tadic et al. synthesized carbonated
109 porous HAp by mixing polyvinyl alcohol fibers (PVA) and sodium
110 chloride which resulted in the formation of interconnected porous
111 HAp with pore diameter in the range of 250–400 lm [23].
112 Owing to the growing importance of HAp powder for different
113 applications, it is imperative therefore to seek for cheaper and fas-
114 ter method for the synthesis of non-toxic HAp that will mimic the
115 natural bone in human body. The quality and type of agricultural
116 waste generated vary from one country to the other, but there is
117 generally an increase in the amount of waste generation across
118 the globe due to increase in population. When the concentration
119 of waste of any kind in the environment is in excess, it constitutes
120 environmental pollution and becomes critical for human, animals
121 and vegetation. The way out therefore is to seek for proper ways
122 to recycle these agro-waste by converting them to useful materials.
123 In this paper, we present a facile approach for the synthesis of
124 hydroxyapatite powder from biological source of pig bones waste
125 via thermal decomposition at different calcinations temperatures,
126 thus reducing environmental pollution and adding values to waste
127 materials. The as-synthesized HAp powder was characterized using
128 various advanced techniques such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier
129 transform infra-red Spectroscopy (FT-IR), Thermogravimetric analysis
130 (TGA), Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray
131 analysis (EDX) and Transmission electronmicroscope (TEM). HAp por-
132 ous scaffolds were also prepared using ammonium bicarbonate as a
133 pore forming agent for tissue engineering applications. The mor-
134 phological analysis, densities, porosities of the fabricated apatite
135 scaffold were equally evaluated and thus presented.

136 2. Experimentations

137 2.1. Synthesis of hydroxyapatite from pig bone

138 Cortical bones were procured from a local pig slaughter and
139 were cleaned using hot water to remove dirty and odour. Raw
140 bones were then subjected to de-proteinization in order to remove
141 the presence of organic substances and collagen through external
142 washing with a mixture of 1 M NaOH and 1 M HCl (Merck, 35%)
143 solution by boiling for about 5–10 min at 100 �C, and then the
144 bones were washed using distilled water. This process was
145 repeated until it yielded white and clean samples of pig bones.
146 Before boiling, the macroscopic adhering impurities and sub-

147stances, which include the ligaments and tissues that stick on the
148bones were shaved and removed. After boiling, the bone samples
149were oven dried at 100 �C over night. The dried bone samples were
150cut into smaller pieces and milled using a mechanical grinder to
151obtained fine powder. The bone powders were calcined in a muffle
152furnace in air at the following temperatures: 600 �C, 800 �C, and
1531000 �C with a temperature rate of 5 �C/min. The samples were
154cooled to room temperature by slow furnace cooling and the pro-
155duct forms were labeled as PBHAp - 600, PBHAp - 800 and PBHAp -
1561000 �C, respectively. Scaffold HAp were produced by mixing dif-
157ferent amount of the pig bone derived HAp powder in the ratio
158of (100, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50%) to ammonium bicarbonate (AMB)
159(0, 90, 80, 70, 60 and 50%) and pellets were made using hydraulic
160press at different compaction pressure. The pellets were sintered in
161a muffle furnace at 1000 �C to form scaffold HAp. Fig. 1 shows the
162flow chart for the processing of pig bone to HAp and subsequent
163fabrication of HAp scaffold, while a typical heating cycle used for
164the synthesis of the HAp powder is shown in Fig. 2.

1652.2. Characterization techniques

166X-ray diffraction (XRD) was recorded using X-pert PRO,
167PANalytical, (TheNetherland)withwavelengthof CuKa1. Thediffrac-
168tion patterns were collected in the scanning range of 2h = 10�–60�
169with an incremental step size of 0.02. The various functional groups
170present in the fabricated HAp powder were identified by Fourier
171Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy (FTIR; TENSOR 27, Ger-
172many). A ratio of 1:99% of HAp powder and KBrweremixed in amor-
173tar and pestle and then compressed at about a load of 5 tons to form
174pellet of 2 mm diameter. All FT-IR spectrums were recorded in the
175range of 400–4000 cm�1 with resolution 4 and 64 times scanning.
176Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was recorded using
177SDT Q600 V8.3 Build 101simultaneous DSC-TGA instrument in order
178to evaluate the thermal stability of the as-prepared HAp powder,
179while scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was carried out
180to evaluate themorphology using a Hitachi (Japan) S-3000H electron
181microscope with an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. Energy dispersive
182X-ray (EDX) analysis was also performed on the same device to pro-
183vide information relating to elemental composition of the samples.
184The specimens were prepared using carbon tape. Transmission elec-
185tron microscope (TEM) analysis was performed to further study the
186microscope structure of the apatite using (TEM; Tecnai 20 G2 FEI,
187The Netherland), while the SAED pattern were also taken. The densi-
188fication of the scaffold was calculated from the equation:
189

Densification ¼ B:D
T:D

� 100 ð1Þ 191191

192where B.D and T.D are bulk (sintered) and theoretical densities
193respectively. The T.D of HAp powder was taken as 3.15 g/cm3. The
194bulk density was estimated from the equation:
195

B:D ¼ m
V

ð2Þ 197197

198wherem and V are the mass in g and volume in cm3 of the HAp scaf-
199fold respectively. The porosity of the as-prepared porous material
200was estimated from the equation:
201

Porosity ¼ 1� B:D
T:D

� �
� 100 ð3Þ

203203

2043. Results and discussions

2053.1. XRD analysis

206The phase analysis of the HAp powder from pig bones were car-
207ried out by X-ray diffraction analysis. The patterns of XRD diffrac-
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